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Charlotte–The regular season ends anti-climatically for the Hawks tonight. They didn’t practice yesterday and I 

didn’t make this morning’s shootaround in Charlotte so no word on who will play and for how long. I will update 

this post pregame, in case anyone cares. . . .

The signing of Magnum Rolle is unrelated to Twin’s injury, which L.D. still say says is a “minor” sprain. 
Twin was walking around without a noticeable limp before the game on Monday. The Hawks, like a 
handful of teams, signed Rolle with an eye to the (possibly lockout-disrupted) summer.

•

I predict that if Zaza helps the Hawks beat the Magic while leaving a trail of carnage in his wake he will 
become a beloved folk hero. I also predict that if the Zaza helps the Hawks forge a competitive series 
against the Bulls, and this in turn inspires the team to start talking about “continuing to grow the core,” 
then the feelings about Zaza would become bittersweet.

•

Smoove, asked why opponents become so irritated by Zaza, said: “Have you seen that head?”•

Now for some linkage . . .

Sebastian Pruiti at NBA Playbook breaks down Hawks-Magic in a series of posts.•
Tom Ziller at SB Nation wonders if the Hawks can take advantage of Orlando’s high turnover rate.•
Bret LaGree at Hoopinion (accurately and depressingly) describes the futility of trying to drawn any 
analytical conclusions from these last four games, particularly since the task was not much easier over 
the first 78 games.

•

HawkStr8Talk, true to form, predicts the Hawks “are not winning a playoff game, much less a playoff 
series” in a post at Peachtree Hoops. However, he did express a bit of joy following the reserves’ rally 
against the Heat and even managed some begrudging admiration for L.D.

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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